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  ROBIN ZEIGER Ph.D. 
Dr. Zeiger received her Ph.D. in clinical and social psychology from the University of Illinois at Chicago in 1985. She 

worked at Jewish Family Services for 18 years as a psychotherapist and became an Internship Director of a Pre-Doctoral 

Consortium. Dr. Zeiger speaks with passion about second-half of life changes.  In this vein, she immigrated to Israel in 

2009 with her husband and four children and built a private practice that includes supervision and teaching.  She is 

realizing a dream to train as a Jungian analyst, albeit in Hebrew. Dr. Zeiger’s work includes sand-play therapy, dream 

analysis, and symbolic work. She enjoys depth psychology and feels like she can make a difference.  Even though she 

grew up in the city of Chicago and lived in LA and Richmond, she currently lives in a small agricultural village in the 

center of the country and loves the peace. While integrating her Western skills and experiences to Israel, she is changing 

as a result of the war and dealing with rockets, trauma over war, collective trauma, etc. On a personal note, Dr. Zeiger 

loves to swim, hike, write and travel. She also had two horses in the U.S. and is missing them. 

 

 (Interviewed by Ayse Cifti, Ph.D., Div52 ECP Member) 
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  AYSE CIFTSI Ph.D. 
Ayşe Çiftçi describes becoming more personally connected to the field of international psychology while working on a 

research project as a master’s level student.  This project, which entailed studying adjustment among American women 

living in Turkey, sparked Ayşe’s passion for understanding diversity and for working with international and immigrant 

populations, as well as those who have been marginalized.  This passion is evident in the work that Ayşe continues to do. 

In 2002, Ayşe moved from her home in Turkey to the United States to get her PhD in counseling psychology from the 

University of Memphis. She graduated in 2006 and joined the faculty at Purdue University soon after. Currently, she is 

the training director and continues her passion for working with international and immigrant populations at Purdue, 

where she has a research team of 14 doctoral students, who speak no less than ten languages amongst them.  She 

enjoys her research team immensely, adding, “It’s the best part of my job.”  Ayşe also maintains her connection with 

Turkey and visits her family there twice a year.  In her free time, Ayşe loves to travel and to run.  She is also a strong 

believer in being actively involved in professional organizations like Division 52. 

 (Interviewed by Hillary Wildt, Div52 Student Member) 
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  HILLARY WILDT 
Hillary Wildt began her passion with international psychology after teaching in Sudan and Kenya. She is currently 

finishing her pre-doctoral internship while completing her Psy.D. in Clinical Psychology from the Illinois School of 

Professional Psychology in Chicago.  Her professional interests include trauma, health and human rights, underserved 

populations, and international and cross-cultural psychology. She is committed to expanding accessibility of mental 

healthcare internationally.  Hillary taught in Sudan and Kenyan and loved the experience.  Hillary’s dissertation is on 

Coping Strategies as Moderators between War-Trauma and Psychological Distress among Afghan Civilians: With humility 

and vision Hillary speaks about the importance of not imposing our models on other cultures.  She talks about how she 

learns a lot about herself when she works with other cultures.   Hillary hopes her career path in international psychology 

will include travel to other countries teaching and consultation, as well as clinical work.  Hillary hails from Colorado and 

misses the mountains. Her hobbies include skiing backpacking, hiking and anything to do with the great outdoors.  It is 

clear that Hillary will make a difference with her humility, vision, hard work and commitment to bringing mental health 

services to all populations and parts of the world.   

 

 (Interviewed by Robin Zeiger Ph.D., Senior Member of Div52) 
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